Top 10 Reasons You Need IHS Knowledge Collections™ Today
IHS Knowledge Collections help engineers, scientists and other technical professionals make better
decisions faster through access to a unique collection of authoritative technical reference content
combined with next-generation search technology. Companies large and small, across industry sectors,
have adopted IHS Knowledge Collections to address the technical challenges impacting decision-making
from research and development through to production, maintenance and disposal. These organizations
are using IHS Knowledge Collections to help them grow revenues, increase profitability and mitigate risk.
Here are the Top 10 Reasons why you and your organization need to join these successful companies in
adopting IHS Knowledge Collections today.

Find all the information you need in one place!
Full access to 10,000+ eBook titles from publishers like Wiley, Springer and
McGraw-Hill, along with content more than 20 other IHS publishing partners
Improves engineering efficiency by providing a single source for essential applied
engineering books, handbooks, manuals and more – content that is not available
anywhere else through a single source.

Solve problems and make better decisions faster!
What
causes
galvanic
corrosion?

Next-generation search technology
Accelerates decision cycles by helping you drill down quickly to the solution you need to
address an engineering or technical challenge, across authoritative sources that you
trust, including applied engineering content from leading industry publishers.

Ensure compliance and apply industry best practices!
Access your standards content (what you need to do) alongside applied
engineering reference content (how you need to do it)
Ensures that you have all the information you need to implement the requirements of
critical industry standards, combining the 1.7 million+ standards in IHS Standards
Expert® with the applied engineering documents in IHS Knowledge Collections.

Preserve internal knowledge and know-how!
Annotate content with project notes and expert commentary
Keeps knowledge in-house when technical professionals change roles or jobs, or when
senior staff retire, so that new engineers can take advantage of prior learnings and don't
have to reinvent the wheel. Plus, the My Workspaces feature provides a place to save,
organize and share research with others in the organization.

One username, one password, all your content!
One place to go for access to all your essential technical reference content
Saves time and frustration because engineers no longer need to log into multiple content
systems to access titles from different publishers. It's all in one place, on a single
intuitive platform.
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A solution that works the way you do!
Personalize your desktop workspace to match your changing information
requirements and put the information you need most at your fingertips
Keeps engineers focused on engineering, projects on track, and project teams
organized. The flexible workspace is infinitely – but easily – customizable, yet the
interface remains clean and uncluttered.

Customize your subscription to meet your information requirements!
Essential technical reference aligned to your industry
Ensure access to the critical content that meets the specific research requirements of
your engineering, research, development, and scientific teams. Online collections of
applied engineering reference eBooks precisely align to your business needs, based on
engineering disciplines or subject areas.

Go with a trusted partner!
55+ years providing critical technical content to technical professionals
Gives you the assurance of working with an experienced partner, with a track record of
providing authoritative content to organizations like yours, and long-term relationships
with critical content partners.

Ensure user adoption!
Use a proven platform, already on the desktops of thousands of users globally
Simplifies adoption across your organization by leveraging a popular platform built for
technical professional by technical professionals, to align and integrate with your
workflows, with easy yet powerful search capabilities.

Easy to get started, with value when and where you need it!
Pro-rated subscriptions, plus enterprise-wide access
Simplifies your finance and accounting processes by aligning your IHS subscriptions
with your budgetary cycle, and an enterprise-wide license can ensure access for all your
engineers, regardless of their location.

Ready to increase your engineering productivity by up to 30%?
Request more information or trial access to IHS Knowledge Collections

SIGN UP HERE
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